REIN4CED – Process Technician

In search of REIN4CED – Process Technician
To strengthen our team, REIN4CED is looking for a Process Technician. You will
take on a number of tasks while setting up and running the series production.
Versatility is key through a varied mix of tasks: processing of composite
materials, managing stock, starting production, discuss and validate process
improvements until entering the required input into our digital system.
The production includes the following steps:
Incoming materials inspection
Processing of the thermoplastic composite parts
Trimming of parts
Assembly and quality control
Job description:
Technical support from incoming inspection until and including a finished
bicycle frame
Follow up on incoming stock and perform incoming quality control
Start up of the production line
Create, design and implement improvements
Operation of the machines and equipment
Periodic maintenance and breakdown assistance (as a smaller sub-task)
Partly dealing with the "digital" production line

What do we expect from you?
You can work independently and accurately and have a great sense of
responsibility.
You are entrepreneurial and like to roll up your sleeves
You have at least a technical education and preferably a few years of
industrial experience.
You are flexible in doing and thinking.
You are resistant to stress and can see topics in perspective.
You are fluent in Dutch and have a good knowledge of English.
You have a smooth and well-kept appearance.
You are open in all your communication with respect for other opinions.

A switch to Mac does not scare you.

What do we offer you?
Starting at REIN4CED offers you the opportunity to participate in an innovative
and ambitious project.
You are part of a young and dynamic team. There are no fixed ideas in our
company yet and you will have the opportunity to guide the culture and growth of
REIN4CED.
In addition to your competitive salary, you will receive an extensive package of
fringe benefits.
http://rein4ced.com/nl/

